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RESTORATION
AND MODIFICATIONS
Ski Flying And Proper Ski
Installation
By Steve Krog and Joel Gehring

Editor’s Note: Installation instructions
Federal Aircraft skis A-1500A thru A-2000A
Winter will soon be here and with that snow! For
those Cub owners that live in the hearty northlands it
will be time to get the skis out of the rafters and
installed on your airplane.
For those of you who may have never installed skis on
your Cub, we’ll go through the procedure step by step.
And for those of you who have already installed skis
previously, this will be a good review.
How many ski flyers using Federal skis know that
there is a right and left ski? I’d have to admit that until
Cub Club member Mike Tacoma pointed it out, I was
always under the impression that the skis were interchangeable from side to side. This is definitely not
true!
Typical Ski Installation

1. Fitting
2. Shock Cord
3. Safety Cable
4. Tape
5. Crust Cutter Cable
6. Fabric removed to
facilitate inspection

7. Check Cable
8. Clevis
9. Ski Pedestal
10. Pedestal Height

Before installing the ski on the landing gear axle, first
make sure that you have acquired all of the necessary
component parts as depicted in the Typical Ski
Illustration. Don’t forget the necessary AN hardware
as well.
Once you have collected all of the necessary parts and
pieces, begin with the axle assembly.

Before beginning to install
and rig skis on your airplane,
We’d recommend that you
first get a copy of Advisory
Circular 43.13-2A. Chapter 5
provides a general guideline
for ski installation, including
the fabrication of fittings and
rigging.
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This assembly for all Piper models.
Typical bushing installation details
Federal Aircraft skis A-1500A thru A-2000A
Photo Right:
Inspect your ski pedestals carefully to determine the left
and right ski. The high side of the pedestal cross tube
is always placed on the inside.
General Instructions For All Models
Instructions for installing pedestal rubber
tube and sleeve:
1. Push rubber tube onto the steel
sleeve as far as it will go.
2. Warm the rubber tube to approximately
100º F.
3. Insert the rubber into the ski
pedestal.
Press the cub washer firmly in place.
4. Place ski assembly on the axle.
All component parts should be kept
in order as per the diagram above.
5. Tighten the axle nut until ski nose
will just maintain a horizontal position.
6. Safety the axle nut, then attach cable and
shock cord rigging.
NOTE: If, after service, the ski
tends to develop play, or turn on the
rubber tube, adjust axle nut as in
step 5 above.
NOTE: To compensate for the
camber of the landing gear,
Federal Skis are made Left and
Right. The high side of the
pedestal cross tube must be
placed on the inside of the gear.
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1. Length of shock cord is to provide tension against rear
cable with gear fully extended.
2. Length of rear cable is to allow a plus (+) 4º angle of ski
incidence, measured on the top of the channel when the
gear is fully extended.
3. Length of front cable is to allow a negative (-) 20º angle of
incidence with the gear fully extended. ((-) 15º on J-4’s)

fasteners. Insert the cord through the small end of the cone.
Apply the crimp locking ring about 1/2” from the end of the
cord, pull the cord back until the locking ring contacts the
inside of the hook/fastener. The cut ends of the cord should
then be sealed by dipping in rubber cement or wrapped in tape
to prevent unraveling. Wrap in tape before cutting.

Editor’s Note:

1.) Shock cord must be of a length to provide
suitable tension against the rear cable to
properly restrain the ski from pitching in flight.
(A pre-stretch of approximately 2” is generally
satisfactory).
2.) Make sure cable is attached firmly to the ski
using attach fitting AR-1501.
3.) Use hose clamps or electrical tape to retain
and cover exposed brake pucks.

INSTRUCTOR/A&P
TAILWHEEL LIST
Editor’s Note: We continue to get a lot of

calls requesting names of qualified
rebuilder/mechanics as well as tailwheel
instructors. If you work on or instruct in long
wing Pipers and are willing to help out fellow
Piper owners, please drop me a line so that we
can add your name to the list.
Preston Aviation, Inc., Tim & Peggy
Preston. We have been in operation for over
10 years. Tim has over 7000 hrs, the majority
in tailwheel aircraft. Tim instructs in the
Steerman and J-3 Cub at Mid-Florida Airport,
a 3000’ turf strip from Nov through mid-June.
We are in CT for the summer. Tim will also
instruct in your plane. Web site: www.flytailwheel.com, 860-350-3662 (CT), 352-5891111 (FL) Tim & Peggy Preston

Ski fittings properly attached to the Cub landing gear.
Shock Cord Hook/Fasteners, new fresh shock cord and cable
can be acquired from several different aircraft suppliers. We
noted that both Aircraft Spruce and Wag Aero sell these items.
For Cubs, it is recommended that 1/8” cable and 1/2” shock
cord be used.
When installing the fasteners or spring hooks to the cord, first
note that each hook also has a separate locking ring. These
cone spring hooks and locking rings are used as terminal

Bill Perry, Based atAnoka County/Blaine
Airport (KANE) in the Minneapolis, MN area,
is available for tailwheel dual, checkouts and
BFRs. He’ll also travel to your location if it’s
within one hour in his C180. Contact Bill at
651.402.2262 or you can e-mail him at:
aviation@hotmail.com
Robert J. “Bob” McCormick, flying out of Decatur-Athens,
AL (DCU) is available for providing tailwheel dual in either
his Cub or Citabria. He’ll also give dual in Super Cubs,
Champs, Stinsons, Vagabonds and a variety of other
conventional gear aircraft.
Bob can be reached at
256.353.3840 or by cell phone at 256.227.5240.
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